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Could this be one of the greatest health discoveries in the 21st Century?
arkness looms when one is
sentenced with cancer.
Darkness of fear and
uncertainties lie ahead! Will
cancer spread? Am I going
to die sooner than later?
What would happen to my
family and the plans that I have?
What therapy should I choose? How
sure is the therapy’s success? In no
time, most decisions are made without
understanding. One moment the organs
are intact, the next moment gone forever.
Then more tumours are discovered and
spreading, with on-going challenges.
Meanwhile, pathogens thrive on the
body’s immune weakness, toxicities and
nutritional deficiencies and take full control
to rob one’s life and health.

Our NeB Research

Genesis One began with darkness and
death. It was the light, life and energy
that brought nature to life’s goodness,
balance, beauty and power. This
revelation has inspired our NeB Research
that energy is one of the key factors to
restore life to good health again. We
specialise on the research into pathogens,
toxins and tumours which are the
primary causes that make us sick and
die prematurely. Scientists have studied
their energy frequencies over hundreds
of years to come up with breakthrough
answers to defeat these pathogens by
way of energy.
Originated from the US, our local NeB
Research has uncovered one of the
greatest health discoveries in the 21st
Century in cancer breakthrough. We
observed that pathogens thrive on toxins
and weak immune system and are the
eventual tumour builders. Once these
workers are stopped, the tumour activities
also stopped altogether. We proved our
theory right by observing so many tumour
cases by dealing against the forces of
pathogenic infections and toxins. In most
cases, the pathogens die within two
weeks or earlier, and the tumour activities

also stopped altogether in quick time! But
this recovery must be stabilised within the
next three months to be sure of a potential
recovery.

NeB Energy Therapy Cases

In one case, a cancer patient was given
two months to live with eight organs
having tumours. In four days, we stopped
the infections residing in the body and in
the tumours. This man was in great pain
and on high morphine dependency. On
the 5th day, his dependency dropped
by 80% and on the 10th day, 100%.
There were no tumour readings in all his
eight tumour organs after the fourth day
and consistently throughout one month!
Likewise, as we have seen in our NeB
research studies in many of our recent
cases, once the infections are stopped,
the tumour activities stopped too, usually
within two weeks or less. This has been
possible through our NeB energy therapy
that sends right frequencies to deal with
the pathogens and toxins by remote, to
remove the tumour threat and to restore
organs to their healthy functions again,
without losing or weakening the organs,
using stem cell energies instead of
introducing foreign cells. But if one allows
free flow of infections into the body again,
it is possible the tumour may return in no
time, as what happened in one recent
case. The pathogens re-attacked her
breast, changing healthy cells to noncancer tumour cells, which could lead to
cancer cells again.

inflammation, lumps, cysts, and cancer.
A man showed his thigh tumour, which
looked like 5cm. But he had only 0.5cm
cancer with 0.5cm non-cancer, while 80%
was due to pain inflammation, parasites,
fungi, allergies, toxins, etc. In other words,
only 10% could be cancer. One could
calmly choose to remove the pathogens
and toxins in quick time without sacrificing
any part of the body unless it causes
critical blockages. If this is proven right,
a person dies not because of cancer but
due to infections!

Cancer Recovery, a Possibility

Our research shows that with energy
therapy, organic food, supplements,
healthy water and air, with lifestyle
changes and balance in sleep, rest, food,
water, air, exercise, bowel discipline and
a positive spirit, the cancer recovery is for
real. Some may even outlive those who
have no threat! Could this NeB energy be
one of the greatest health discoveries in
the 21st Century on cancer recovery? It is
you who could prove us right!

Our NeB Research covers non-invasive
tests to find the root causes of cancer,
distinguishing tumours from cancer and
non-cancer, and distinguishing pain
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